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GH:
[This white guy said something, they said, they started
talking about, the pulled up this] conversation and I was there
working on the computer with them, and they would like always
bring up these racial conversations and make these racial jokes.
What I would do is I’d just ignore them. I wouldn’t laugh or I
wouldn’t listen in, I would just sit there and they would try to pull
me into the conversation asking me questions. They started
talking about incest and they started talking about blacks from
slavery time, you know, they bred them and sold them, and they
inbred them down in the south, and I’m from down south, and so
they asked me, they told me a lot of the blacks had sex with
their daughters and stuff like that, way back from the
Caribbean’s, and I would just sit there listening like, “Oh my God,
I know they’re not saying this.” And the guy asked me, he said,
“did I ever have sex with my daughter?” And so . . .
LB:
He asked you if you had sex with your daughter?
GH:
Yeah.
LB:
And this is your boss or your manager?
GH:
He was like my lead.
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&"Litigious"
Policy

‚Adversarialism
‚Individualization
‚Reinscription

‚ Role"of"law"in"addressing"social"
problems
‚ Employment"discrimination"as"a"litigious"policy""and"
enforcement"relies"on"rights"vindicated"by"individuals"in"
courts"(Burke,"Barnes,"Farhang)

‚ Distorts"and"polarizes"disputes
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